
2022 was a year filled with growth and opportunity
here at Airtho, and we’d like to take a moment to

recognize and share it with you!

Wishing you a warm holiday filled with joy, love and blessings!

Our office will be closed from Dec 26-30 so that our staff can enjoy some extra time with their
families and friends this holiday season.

Airtho's internal highlights included adding new team members, improving and expanding our
product offerings and inventory of products and maintaining the quality, expertise and
customer service that are Airtho's core. 

We would like to especially thank our Partners and Supplier Vendors who are always a critical
component to Airtho's success! In 2022 we added key new vendors and expanded relationships
with our existing partners. THANK YOU ALL. 

A real standout highlight for Airtho's capabilities, partners and commitment to performance is
that despite the external challenges of 2022 Airtho was able ship 100%of the full solutions
packages ON TIME. Since our quoted delivery times are already industry leading this meant that
we were able to create the environments for our client's success in a fraction of the time of our
competitors.  

Airtho Solutions Growth
In 2022 Airtho saw SIGNIFCANT growth in our core full solutions industries including exciting

projects and new clients in Lithium Ion Battery Dry Rooms, glass printing, and semi-conductor-

technology.



Projects 
Of all our client projects in 2022 these 4 stood out!

IM3 
Completed Construction of Giga-Plant

dryroom

55,000 sqft dryroom space

Airtho HEPA hubs HD save 3mw of

energy/yr

75’ Window wall for room viewing

Bendheim Glass
Custom glass printer isolation room

Custom modification to Airtho's

perfect plenum system

Airtho HEPA Hub with Cooling air

conditioning and filtration system

Client supplied glass walls

 
Anovion Battery Materials

3000 sqft Lithium Ion Battery R&D

room

Dryroom kit shipped in 3 months

from client PO

Custom Airtho Super Steel to avoid

columns in the dryroom

Energy efficient design featuring

Airtho HEPA Hub HD for filtration and

VRF heat pump system for sensible

cooling

40’ window wall for room viewing

Defense Industry
1300sqft softwall Isolator
Airtho supplied solution including
design, materials and installation for
rapid and flexible isolation solution
for duct sensitive process located
within larger production plant
Airtho’s material stocking system
allowed cleanroom kit to be delivered
2 weeks after client PO issued.
Airtho Intelligrid and HEPA hub
quickly installed in existing plant
during weekend shutdown to keep
production schedules intact
 ISO 7 space cleanliness with
concentrated ISO 6 for critical process
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